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Abstract
The 2019-2020 AIAA DBF objective was to design, build, and test a banner-towing bush plane
that carries wooden passengers and luggage. Senior members on the team undertook the creation
of the banner tow mechanism subsystem as their senior design project on behalf of the design
team due to the challenge of its mechanical design and the aerodynamic considerations regarding
its placement and enclosure aboard the aircraft. The competition as well as access to campus
resources were canceled due to COVID-19, so full testing and integration of the mechanism was
not achieved. However, the engineering design process was experienced from the bottom-up to
deliver a functional prototype that addresses design requirements such as storing and releasing a
banner upon command.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
The Zips Aero Design Team participates annually in the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Design Build Fly (AIAA DBF) competition in Wichita, KS in April. The
2019-2020 objective was to design, build, and test a banner towing bush plane that carries
wooden passengers and luggage. Four senior members sought to create the banner tow
mechanism on behalf of the design team due to the challenge of its mechanical design and the
aerodynamic considerations regarding its placement and enclosure aboard the aircraft. The
motivation behind this work was to apply a culmination of academic knowledge and hands-on
skills to match a real world challenge.
Although the DBF competition was cancelled due to Covid-19, the project still offered an
opportunity for members to refine knowledge of design selection, mechanical and aeronautical
principles, CAD engineering skills, manufacturing expertise, and project management. The team
completed a prototype deliverable that is ready for further efficacy testing.

Figure 1: Original Schedule Gantt Chart
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Principles of Operation
The banner mechanism will be installed for all three flight missions, but only be operated for one
of them. Banner deployment will occur on the first lap of mission three, and release will occur
during the final lap. The mechanism will also be activated for technical inspection and the
ground mission to demonstrate functionality.
Product Definition
For the primary deliverable, the team designed the mechanism as a cylindrical compartment
nestled within the aft empennage that houses a 2x10” banner and features a rotational retention
gate actuated by a servo. A servoless release device is used to release the banner, both controlled
by the aircraft’s transmitter.

Chapter 2: Conceptual Design
Design Brief
The goal of this design was to design a system capable of housing, deploying, towing and then
releasing a banner. The main constraints to overcome with this challenge were that the banner
had to be exposed to the airflow at all times and not interfere with any control surfaces during
operation. The design had to be able to house a minimum banner size of 10” by 2” and be
deployed and released remotely by the pilot or co-pilot (via remote control transmitter) while
remaining in a vertical orientation during flight.
In the early stages of design, several crucial steps needed to be taken. First, a list of functional
priorities were assigned, shown in Table 3. These values of merit were assigned by the team, and
it was determined that the most important factor to consider was the impact to stability and
aerodynamic performance. Wichita is known for strong and unpredictable winds, so flight
stability was a key element for the aircraft design.
The concept generation process started by breaking down the design into basic functions. A
diagram of this, along with a detailed version, are shown below in Figures 2 and 3. Several initial
concepts were then developed and analyzed by the team.
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Function Structure Diagrams

Figure 2: Basic Function Structure Diagram

Figure 3: Detailed Function Structure Diagram
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Morphological Chart

Table 1: Morphological Chart
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Concept Sketches

Figure 4: Pivoting Rod Design

Figure 5: Top Mounted External Pod

Figure 6: Bottom Mounted External Pod

Figure 7: Boom Channel Rotating Gate
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Solution Screening Sheet
Concept
Pivoting Rod Design

Notes

Y/N

Simple mechanism
Easy to load
Low aerodynamic impact when stowed
Might cause stability issues when deployed
Adds weight to rear of aircraft

Y

Top Mounted
External Pod

Restricts tail design to V-tail
Larger aerodynamic impact for all flight rounds
Adds additional structures
Easy access for loading and maintenance

N

Bottom Mounted
External Pod

Allows any tail design to be used
Larger aerodynamic impact for all flight rounds
Adds additional structures
Easy access for loading and maintenance

N

Minimal aerodynamic impact for all flight rounds
Flexibility in tow cord anchor point
Internal mechanism reduces drag and makes mounting easier
Requires complicated boom geometry

Y

Boom Channel
Rotating Gate

Table 2: Solution Screening

Objective Tree

Figure 8: Objective Tree
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Weighted Decision Matrix

Table 3: Weighted Decision Matrix

As seen in Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 8, four primary design concepts were considered and
compared to address the mission profile. The team initially thought a pivoting rod that would
drop down from the tail and rotate to unfurl the banner would be the most reasonable solution.
However, that mechanism would feature more complexity in components, and more stress
concentrations at the joint that would likely affect the aircraft’s structure or cause unwanted
moments, pitching the plane upwards and affecting flight. Also, external pods housing the banner
would interfere with the plane’s center of gravity and aerodynamics. Therefore, through the
various decision-making processes shown, the best design was narrowed down to be the rotating
gate nestled within a channel in the boom.

Chapter 3: Embodiment Design
System Layout

Figure 9: Wiring Diagram
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Figure 10: Layout Drawing
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Configuration Layout

Figure 11: Stowed Configuration

Figure 12: Deployed Configuration
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Embodiment Principles
Clarity
The boom skin and banner retention gate are designed such that they can only fit together in the
correct orientation. Mechanical stops prevent the gate from over-rotating and causing damage.
The servo actions are preprogrammed into the flight controller to allow operation with a single
switch for each servo.
Simplicity
A simple mechanical and electrical system allows for the most reliable mechanism. The
electrical components were selected from those historically used by the Zips Aero Design Team.
The team is familiar with the capabilities and limits of these components. The mechanical system
was designed to be operated with a single part rotation to reduce failure risk.
Force Transmission
A 600 mAh lithium polymer battery is used to supply power to the receiver and all servo systems
on the aircraft. A single servo motor transmits rotational force directly to the banner retention
gate. A linear actuator inside of the payload release supports the direct drag force from the
banner when deployed. This load is then translated to the boom skin on which the payload
release is mounted.
Division of Tasks
The two stages of operation, deployment and release, were designed to be conducted by separate
mechanisms. A servo motor is used to rotate the banner retention gate from the stowed position
to the deployed position. A servoless payload release is employed to support the banner during
tow and quickly release when actuated. The total reliability of the mechanism is increased by
dividing tasks into separate systems.
Self-Help
The boom channel design employs the self help principle by using gravity and air flow to aid in
deploying the banner. Once the mechanism is rotated, the banner will drop down further into the
air stream. The airflow will continue to pull the banner out of the channel to deploy.
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Figure 13: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

Materials and Manufacturing
Banner Retention Gate
Given the complicated geometry of the banner retention gate, 3D printing was selected as the
method of manufacturing. This method allowed for rapid prototyping and optimization of the
design. For preliminary analysis, PLA plastic was used for its low cost and rapid print times.
However, ABS would be used for the final design as it has higher strength and bending stiffness.
It was printed using Ultimaker CURA slicer and the team’s Creality CR-10 3D printer.

Figure 14: Banner Retention Gate
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Boom Skin
The boom skin layup, shown in Figure 15, was completed to manufacture the major support
structure of the aircraft. The process of manufacturing the first mold was done with a 3D
bandsaw technique on tooling foam to test out a sustainable composites mold. Once the mold
was completed, it was sanded and waxed to ensure proper part manufacturing. One of the skin
materials was an Aerospace grade E-Glass fiberglass discussed more in the testing section. This
was chosen for only the rear portion of the boom as there was no need for excess weight since
the fiberglass was strong enough to bear the rear loading. The front half of the boom skin, which
is in black, was done using a standard weave 3k carbon fiber. The center of the part included an
overlap joint of 1 in. which was tested extensively to prove its capabilities discussed in the
testing section. The fibers were then saturated with a light weight two part epoxy resin and cured
in a vacuum bag for 24 hours. The second layup, shown in Figure 16, was the final design after
materials testing was completed and final sizing requirements were decided. The layup processes
and materials were identical to the first, however the mold was 3D printed to maintain sufficient
integrity to manufacture multiple skins for the final aircraft iterations.

Figure 15: Preliminary Design Layup

Figure 16: Final Design Layup
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Banner
The best material for the banner would be one that was lightweight and smooth to preserve
aerodynamic properties. Based on online research, materials’ pros and cons were compared. The
material with the most benefits was selected to be polyester, because of its light weight and
relatively low cost per square yard.
Material

Pros

Cons

Vinyl

Outdoor use, scalable to large
sizes, smooth

Slightly heavy (13 oz/yd2)

Mesh

Lighter option (10 oz/yd2)

Discontinuous (porous)

Polyester

Lightest option (9 oz/yd2),
smooth, cheaper

Indoor use

Fabric

Sewn, higher quality

Indoor use

Table 4: Banner Material Comparison
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Chapter 4: Detail Design
Component Drawing

Figure 17: Banner Retention Gate Drawing
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Assembly Drawing

Figure 18: Assembly Drawing
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Materials Testing and Analysis
With the design approach, the team chose to manufacture a carbon fiber composite skin for a
lightweight structure that could withstand the loading of the banner. New materials testing had to
be conducted to determine the viability of this decision. To understand the loading structure of
the hybrid material, FEA was run using ABAQUS, and it was determined that the hybrid
material would be a feasible option to proceed with.

Figure 19: Hybrid Material Tab

Figures 20 and 21 show the loading strains distribution that the material could withstand without
experiencing fracture. The range of load applied to these samples was up to 400 lbs, ten times
greater than the expected loads, so the team was comfortable with the safety factor in
manufacturing samples.

Figure 20: Von Mises
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Figure 22 below shows the internal strain energy being taken by the composite sample under the
above loading conditions.

Figure 22: Material Strain Energy

To prove the manufacturing abilities of the team, a layup mold was created with an oversized
part so that excess material could be removed and tensile testing could occur to quantitatively
confirm the performance of the skin. A baseline of values was created with just the carbon fiber
sections and fiberglass sections, separately. The material layup of the lap joint consists of two
layers of fiberglass, one layer of carbon fiber, then two layers of fiberglass, then finished with
one layer of carbon fiber. Once completed, the hybrid joint tests were performed to compare the
results.

Figure 23: Dog Bone Tensile Layup and Testing
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Figure 24: Carbon Fiber Displacement (mm) vs Force (kN)

Observing Figure 24, the carbon fiber performed as expected, undergoing about 2 kN of tensile
loading and 1.5 mm of elongation before failing.

Figure 25: Fiberglass Displacement (mm) vs Force (kN)

Observing Figure 25, the fiberglass performed as expected, undergoing about 0.5 kN of tensile
loading and 0.875 mm of elongation before failing.
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Figure 26: Overlap Hybrid Joint Displacement(mm) vs Force(kN)

Observing Figure 26, the hybrid joint performed very curiously. It seems that the joint took
interesting properties from each of the two materials in its composition and did not fail under the
expected circumstances. Before failing, it withstood nearly as much loading as the carbon fiber,
approaching 2 kN, however it did not deform as much.. It elongated approximately 1.21 mm, 0.3
mm less than the carbon fiber. Evaluating the testing results, the team determined the elasticity
factor of the hybrid joint was decreased, however the loading remained up to par. Satisfied with
the results, manufacturing proceeded to run testing on the drop mechanism.
Tensile
Strength

Modulus of Elasticity
(Tension)

Elongation at
Break

Carbon Fiber

3650 mPa

231 gPa

1.40%

Fiberglass

440 mPa

72 gPa

4.80%

PLA

100 mPa

13.8 gPa

160%

Table 5 Material Testing Results

Prototype Testing and Analysis
Banner Drop Mechanism
The rotating capsule mechanism scored best among the configurations, and the team created the
first prototype using a 3D printer. Testing followed by creating a full assembly of the capsule
and servo and attaching/stowing various banner size configurations within. It was determined
that the design could hold a 10’x2’ banner, significantly larger than the minimum requirement of
10’’x2’’. The next stage in the design process would be to assemble the mechanism onto the test
aircraft and perform deployment tests, lap speed tests, and a release test. Unfortunately, this was
unable to be completed in time due to COVID-19 limiting access to campus resources.
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Figure 27: Prototype Components

Figure 28: Prototype Assembly

Wind Tunnel Test
The banner and its mechanism required adequate wind tunnel testing. The team began by testing
multiple banner sizes and configurations in various airspeeds from the University’s portable
wind tunnel. Some 2”x10”, 5”x25”, and 10”x50” banners, each made out of polyester, were
tested. Each banner was given a leading edge of 1/8” fuel line tubing to string 60 lb. fishing line
through. All banners were tied and constructed in the same style. The team used a motor testing
fixture to secure the banner. A force gauge linked with a LabView data acquisition system was
used to record the incurred drag data. An anemometer was used to record the wind speed of the
tunnel. The banners were individually tested on the force gauge. The first test included a weight
attached to the front corner of the banner to maintain vertical orientation. Then, the banners were
tested with a second weight attached to the posterior of the banner. The effects of the
configurations were directly observed, and drag data was recorded. However due to the turbulent
nature of the wind tunnel, the data was inconclusive. In-flight drag data was also unable to be
obtained due to aircraft manufacturing being halted.
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Figure 29: Preliminary Sub-scale Testing

Cost Analysis
Item

Quantity

Cost ($)

Total ($)

Fiberglass

1

$85.00

$85.00

Carbon Fiber

1

$50.00

$50.00

Epoxy Resin

1

$40.00

$40.00

Color Die

1

$10.00

$10.00

3D Mold parts

4

$20.00

$80.00

Wax/Mold Release

1

$10.00

$10.00

Servo

1

$90.00

$90.00

Wiring

1

$5.00

$5.00

Banners

4

$75.00

$300.00

Claw Arm

3

$4.00

$12.00

Drop Mechanism

1

$20.00

$20.00

Banner Line

4

$1.00

$4.00

Prototype Printed
Mold

1

$1.00

$1.00

Composite prep

2

$40.00

$80.00

Misc. Materials

1

$20.00

$20.00

Total

$807.00
Table 6: Cost Breakdown
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Banner Deployment
Due to the shortened timeline, a full scale banner deployment was unobtainable. The team feels
confident from the results of the component and prototype testing that the design would have
performed as expected.
Drop Mechanism
The rotating capsule configuration tested the idea of utilizing a servo-less drop mechanism to
release the banner with string attached to the aircraft, removing the need for an overly complex
mechanical design. Testing was completed to preview the loading forces the pin could withstand
upon release. A static weight of 40 lbs was successfully released without damage to the pin or
mechanism. In the case that the loading would exceed 40 lbs, the servoless drop mechanism
could be replaced with a heavy duty servo changing only the weight of the system, but not the
configuration of the overall design. Overall, this design proved to be successful. The simplistic
design approach ensured a high reliability and low weight.
Wind Tunnel Test
The banner configuration testing provided the team with valuable insight. Testing banners with
no weights yielded what the team predicted: they showed no stability and the banner could not
maintain a consistent orientation. At 40 MPH, the banners with weights in the front were
relatively stable but would show cases of instability. All three banner sizes reacted the same way.
Adding a weight to the posterior decreased the stability of the banner. The drag data for all
experiments is being neglected because the force gauge sensor was calibrated incorrectly. No
conclusive results were developed from data collection due to unavoidable turbulence in the
wind tunnel set up.

Chapter 6: Conclusions
The goal of this project was to design the banner towing mechanism for the Zips Aero Design
Team’s aircraft for the 2020 AIAA Design Build Fly competition. The mechanism incorporated a
unique set of mechanical and aerodynamic challenges that required the team to apply
fundamental engineering skills. In the end, the team developed a simple rotating mechanism that
proved successful during preliminary testing. Due to COVID-19 and university closure, the
design could not be integrated into the aircraft for full-scale testing.
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